
  
 

 

 
                                    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

                                                                              
Chairman      Brian Roodt          ZS5BBR      082 823-6780 
Vice Chairman        Keith Lowes          ZS5WFD     082 685-6666 
Secretary     Odette McManus  ZR5OD        073 450-2196    
Treasurer     Gary Potgieter      ZS5NK         031 701-0109    
 
 Committee Coordinator Portfolios 
 
PR & PIO            Craig Hardman    ZS5CD         031 262-3559 
Clubhouse                         Derek  Mcarnus   ZS5DM         031-3039563(O)/7673719(H)  
Hamnet                       Keith Lowes        ZS5WFD      082 685-6666 
IT & Technical              Glen Meyer          ZS5GM        082 7209993 

General,Hamnet, Rallys    Dave Holliday      ZS5HN         031 904-2038     
& Special Events 
Awards, Youth & Contesting --   Whole Committee 
 
Non Committee Co-ordinator Profiles 

 
Hotline, Bulletin Scheduling & Database  Tony Mayall           ZS5GR          031 708-3078 
Website, Email  Infrastructure                  Brad Philips            ZS5Z             031-763-3754 
LION Liaison             Jo Boes        ZS5JO           031-7053591 

 
     HARC Repeater Information 
 
VHF  Kloof  145.625Mhz   (Rptr Tx) & 145.025MHz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTSS access tone(Dual Squelch). 
  Alverstone 145.600Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 145.000Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTSS access tone-under test 
   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
NATURN UHF   Kloof  Ch 1       434.650Mhz(Rptr TX) & 433.050Mhz (Rptr Rx) 
                           Ridge Road            Ch 3               439.025Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.425MHz (Rptr Rx)     
                           Kensington             Ch 6                    439.275Mhz (Rptr Tx) & 431.675Mhz (Rptr Rx) 88.5Hz CCTS 
 

APRS: 144.800Mhz, ZS0DBN is our Durban based Digipeater-Maintained by Shaun ZR5S  
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Highway Hotline August 2010  



BITS AND BOBS 
 

1. HARC Banking Details: Payments  can be made directly to the Clubs Standard Bank cheque account  # 
250335824 code # 04562641, a copy of the deposit slip must however be sent to the Treasurer P.O. Box 779 
New Germany 3620 or scanned / info emailed to treasurer@harc.org.za or faxed to 0866 225 680. Direct 
payments to the Treasurer, cheques may be sent to P.O. Box 779 New Germany 3620.  

2. August is Annual General Meeting month! There is a Special General Meeting before the AGM to effect 
alteration of  the constitution. Please consider who you feel should be on the club  committee, for 
voting in at the AGM, as some folk might feel the need to stand down from the present committee. 

 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
BULLETIN PRESENTERS 

 
August 2010 
 
1

st
      Brian     ZS5BBR        082 823- 6780                   22

nd
       Gary       ZS5NK         031-7010109              

 
              
                            
8

th
  Tony      ZS5ACB   031-7082626                             29

th
     Odette    ZR5OD           073 450-2196 

 
 
 
15

th
  Derek    ZS5DM     031-3039563(O)/7673719(H) 

              
          
 The readers will be contacted if there are any changes. 
 
Folks-We needs more folk to assist with the Sunday bulletin reading, the more there are, the less often one has to be 
available to read! 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
BIRTHDAY BOOK 

August 2010 
 
01-Aug ZS5JON John Farrer   
02-Aug ZS5FAB Anne  
02-Aug ZS5SC Sheila Coleman Spouse of  Tony   ZS5ACB 

04-Aug                                   Mac Glen Son of Kirsten & Brad ZS5BG 
07-Aug ZS5VE Derek Mc Gillewie.   
09-Aug HB9ASZ Bernie Pfander – Kerguelen Penguin   
10-Aug VK6DSI Mirek  Rozbicki – Kerguelen Penguin   
14-Aug  Eric Glen  Son of  Kirsten & Brad ZS5BG 
18-Aug  Gillian Smith  Spouse of  Martin   ZS5M 
30-Aug ZU5LC Lynn Cullen   Wife of Shaun ZS5C 
 
The Chairman, Committee and all the members of the Highway Amateur Radio Club join together in wishing you all a 
very HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
FOR YOUR DIARY 

 All times quoted in SAST 
August  2010 
 
1  SARL HF Phone Contest 
7   ARRL UHF contest 
8   ARRL UHF contest  
9  National Women’s Day, SARL YL Sprint  
12  First day of Ramadan 
12-14 International EME Conference, Dallas, Texas 
14  RTA, Port Elizabeth 
17  HARC Committee Meeting, SGM & AGM 
21  Lighthouse and Lightship activity;  ARRL 10 GHz and Up contest 
22  Lighthouse and Lightship activity;  ARRL 10 GHz and Up contest 
26  Heroes' Day - Namibia 
29  SARL HF CW Contest 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 



 
1. Notice of Special General Meeting - 17 August 2010 - Agenda Attached 
A Special General Meeting will be held at the HARC Clubhouse at 19h30 on Tuesday 17 August 2010 
immediately preceding the Club’s AGM, to discuss a proposed changes to the HARC Constitution.  
Section 3 (c) currently reads: 
Associate Members / Social Members 
Members who have an interest in radio and electronics but have no voting rights. 
Proposal to change this to read “Unlicensed individuals who have an interest in radio, electronics and 
related activities as well as licensed amateur radio operators whose registered amateur radio license 
address is situated more than 100 kilometers from the HARC Clubhouse. 
Such Associate and Social Members shall have no voting rights.”  
Section 3 (d) currently reads:  
Honorary Life Membership  
This may be granted to any member of the club who currently holds a radio amateurs licence for an 
unbroken period of 20 years, a member of the SARL and the Highway Amateur Radio Club (previously the 
Highway Branch of the SARL) for an unbroken period of more than 5 years and who in the opinion of the 
Committee of the Highway Club has given long and meritorious service to the club, either directly or 
indirectly. Such membership shall be free from annual subscription. Hon. Life Members shall have the same 
rights and privileges as an ordinary member. A candidate for the award can be nominated by two long 
standing members of the club and unanimously ratified by the entire committee, or nominated by the 
committee and approved by their unanimous vote. No more than 5 members of the club shall hold 
membership at any one time.  
Proposal to change this to read "No more than 5 members of the club shall hold Honorary Life 
membership at any one time." 
If you are unable to attend the SGM/AGM and would like to nominate someone to vote on your behalf, you 
can download a proxy form at www.harc.org.za 
2. HARC AGM NOTICE: 
As required by the constitution of HARC, this notice serves as your official notification of the 
forthcoming 2010 AGM of the Highway Amateur Radio Club to be held at the HARC Clubhouse in 
Lytton Crescent, Pinetown at 19h30 on Tuesday 17 August 2010. - Agenda Attached 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

HOTLINE NEWSLETTER 
 

Articles are always sought. Anybody having something interesting for the magazine, please e-mail it to me or snail mail it, 
thanks-Ed(Tony ZS5GR) 

 

An Article submitted by Craig Hardman:  

To save a little time from calculating and experimenting when winding toroid cores here a 
chart of the most commonly used cores, simply pick the inductance required and read the 
required number of turns for the selected core. To keep things easy we’ll stick to three most 
common cores, T37, T50 and T68 and we’ll use the -2 and 6 mix, these figures are for single 
layer windings only, and the windings should cover the entire core evenly. 
 
Turns - Inductance in µH 

   
Turns  Red  Yellow  Red  Yellow  Red  Yellow  

T37-2  T37-6  T50-2  T50-6  T68-2  T68-6 

1              .004         .003       .005        .004        .006            .005 

2  .016  .012       .020        .016        .023            .019 

3  .036         .027       .044        .036         .051           .042 

4  .064         .048       .078        .064         .091           .075 

5  .100         .075       .120        .100         .140            0.12 

6  .140         .110       .180        .140         .210            0.17 

7  .196         .150       .240        .196         .280            0.23 

8  .256         .190       .310        .256         .360            0.30 

9 ` .324         .240       .400        .324         .460            0.38 

10  .400         .300       .490        .400         .750            0.47 

11  .484         .360       .590        .484         .690            0.57 

12  .576         .430       .710        .576         .820            0.68 

13  .676         .500       .830        .676         .960            0.79 

14  .784         .590       .960        .784         1.10            0.92 

15  .900         .680     1.10          .900         1.30            1.10 

16  1.02         .770     1.30          1.02         1.50            1.20 

17  1.16         .870     1.40          1.16         1.60            1.40 

18  1.30         .970     1.60          1.30         1.80            1.50 

19            1.40         1.10     1.80          1.40         2.10            1.70 

20  1.60         1.20     2.00          1.60         2.30            1.90 



21  1.80         1.30     2.20          1.80         2.50            2.10 

22  1.90         1.50     2.40          1.90         2.80            2.30 

23            2.10         1.60     2.60          2.10         3.00            2.50 

24 2.30         1.70     3.10          2.30         3.30            2.70 

25  2.50         1.90     3.10          2.50         3.60            3.40 

26            2.70         2.00     3.30          2.70         3.90            3.20 

27  2.90         2.20     3.60          2.90         4.20            3.40 

28            3.10         2.40     3.80          3.10         4.50            3.70 

29  3.40         2.50     4.10          3.40         4.80            4.00 

30 3.60         2.70     4.40          3.60         5.10            4.20 

31  3.80         2.90     4.70          3.80         5.50            4.50 

32  4.10         3.10     5.00          4.10         5.80            4.80 

33  4.40         3.30     5.30          4.40         6.20            5.10 

34  4.60         3.50     5.70          4.60         6.60            5.40 

35               6.00         4.90          7.00            5.80 

36               6.40         5.20          7.40            6.10 

37              6.70         5.50          7.80            6.40 

38               7.10         5.80          8.20            6.80 

39               7.50         6.10          8.70            7.10 

40               7.80         6.40          9.10            7.50 

41               8.20         6.70          9.60            7.90 

42               8.60         7.10          10.0            8.30 

43              9.10         7.40          11.0            8.70 

44              9.50         7.70          11.0            9.10 

45              9.90         7.90          12.0            9.50 

46               10.0         8.50          12.0            9.90 

47                              11.0         8.80          13.0            10.0 

48               11.0         9.20          13.0            11.0 

49               12.0         9.60          14.0            11.0 

50               12.0         10.0          14.0            12.0 

 

 

 

For those interested in equations (6 L uH / AL value) x 100 will give us the turns required. To 
find the inductance of a pre-wound core, L uH = (turns/100)2 x AL value of the core. 
This list could be expanded to cover many cores and greater winding ranges but would 
probably many pages of Sprat, this being pointless because many would not be used generally 
and any inductances greater than the range given above could be calculated with the above 

formula. 

 

Inductance in µH – Turns 

 

µH           Red T37-2 Yellow 37-6     Red T50-2     YellowT50-6      RedT68-2      YellowT68-6 

1  16     18         14            15                13     15 

2  22     26         20            21                19     21 

3  27               31                25               25                23                 25 

4  32     36         28            29                26                 29 

5  35     41         32               33                30                 33 

6  39     45        35           36                32     36 

7  42     48         38           39                35     39 

8  45     52         40            42                37                 41 

9  47     55         43            44                40     44 

10  50     58         45            47               42     46 

11  52     60         47            49                44     48 

12  55     63        49           51                46                 51 

13  57     66         51            53                48    53 

14  59     68         53            55                50     55 

15   61     71                55           57               51    56 

16  63     73         57            59                53     58 

17  65     75         59           61                55    60 

18  67     77         61            62               56    62 

19  69     79        62               64                58                 64 

20  71      81        64               66                59                 65 

21           65            67                61                 67 

22          67           69               62    68 

23           68            71                64    70 

24          70             72              65               71 

25                        71             74             66               73 

26           73            75                68   74 

27           74               77               69    76 

28           76            78               70    77 



29           77            79               71    79 

30           78               80               73                 80 

31           79           82               74   81 

32          80             83              75   83 

33           82           85               76   84 

34          83             86              77    85 

35           84            87               78    86 

36          86            88               79    88 

37           87            89              80   89 

38           88            91               82   90 

39           89           92              83   91 

40           90            93               84    92 

41                          91            94               85   93 

42                                        92            96               86    95 

43          94            97              87   96 

44          95            98              88    97 

45          96            99              89    98 

46          97           100              90   99 

47           98              101              91               100 

48          99          102              92 101 

49          100          103              93 102 

50          101           104              94  103 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Another article from Craig ZS5CD 
 
The Handyman’s Guide to CAPACITORS-NA5N Paul Harden 
 
Capacitors comprise the largest variety of electronic components. There are many types of capacitors, great variations in 
their performance, many methods of packaging and marking. and dozens of major manufacturers not to mention new 
types constantly being introduced with specific applications and performances As result, capacitors open cause lots of 
problems for homebrewers. Hopefully this article will take some of the mystery out of the myriad of capacitors available, 
plus present some of the classic "do’s and don’ts" 
 
Principle Capacitor Types 
There are many capacitor types, which usually refers to the material used for the electrodes, dielectric, and the 
packaging or sealing method. Here are some of the major capacitor types used by QRPers: 
 
Disc Ceramic Capacitors 

Disk Ceramics consist of two metallic plates separated 
by a ceramic dielectric whose area and spacing 
determines the capacitance. These caps are low cost 
and suitable for many applications Their main 
disadvantage is high capacitance changes with 
temperature (high temperature coefficient), except for 
the "NP0" varieties that are temperature stable. These 
caps are the most commonly used for general purpose 
circuits, but the non- NP0 types should be avoided in 
frequency determining circuits 

 
 
Monolithic Ceramic Capacitors 

 
Alternating layers of electrodes and ceramic dielectric allow higher 
capacitances in physically smaller packages. Their 
characteristics are very similar to disk ceramics. They 
are encapsulated in epoxy to withstand insertion, 
soldering and solvent cleaning by the automatic PCB 
assembly machines. Introduced for mass production, 

they are inexpensive and available from surplus 

dealers.  

 

 

 
Polyester Film Capacitors 
Polyester Films use layers of metal and polyester (Mylar â) 
dielectric to make a wide range of capacitances in a 
relatively small package at low voltages. These have 
become the standard caps for DC applications The "rolled" film 
layers cause 
high dissipation and capacitance vs. temperature problems and 

should be used carefully in high frequency or high current applications. 



 
 
Polypropylene Film Capacitors 

Polypropylene Films use layers of metal and polypropylene dielectric films virtually identical to 
Polyester Film caps. The polypropylene however, is a dielectric offering a higher breakdown 
voltage than polyester, and thus more suitable for high voltage applications. such as switching 
power supplies. They also have low loss factors and good capacitance stability making them a 
good choice for high frequency applications, including oscillators and other frequency sensitive 
circuits. The main disadvantages are slightly higher cost, and larger physical sizes over other 
film dielectric capacitors. 
 
 

 
Silver Mica 

This is a type of capacitor known as metalized film capacitor, in that the 
electrodes are a metal deposited by a sputtering process onto the 
dielectric Film. Silver Mica’s use a mica film dielectric with a thin layer of 
deposited silver forming the electrodes. These are very stable capacitors 
for high frequency circuits and the preferred choice for VFO and 
oscillator circuits. The main disadvantages are their higher cost. low 
operating voltages, and sometimes hard to find from hobby vendors.  
 
 
 
 

 
Polycarbonate Film Capacitors 
 
These capacitors have become the standard for high stability MIL-SPEC filmdielectrics. Their very low dissipation and 
extreme temperature stabilitymake them almost the ideal capacitor -- DW_D_SULFH_ They are very expensive 
capacitors and not available from the hobby vendors. but listed herein the event you have the opportunity to appropriate 
some! 
 
Electrolytic Capacitors 

 
Aluminum Electrolytics are the most common, inexpensive electrolytic available from all hobby vendors 
They are made similar to the polyester films using aluminum foil electrodes and a dielectric material 
rolled into layers to increase the effective plate area to form high capacitances in small packages. The 
aluminum foil is "wetted" with a chemical agent to assist in conduction and increases the dielectric 
properties when a DC voltage is applied. This wetting agent can dry out after long periods of no use, or 
exceeding the rated voltage, causing a breakdown of the dielectric and component failure (usually a short 
circuit between the terminals). This is why electrolytics are often found shorted in older equipment that 
has not been powered for years. This is seldom a problem with equipment that is periodically powered 
up. These inexpensive aluminum electrolytic caps are suitable in all QRP applications. 

 
Tantalum Capacitors 
 

Tantalum’s are a most unusual process that yields a high reliable electrolytic with along life. Tantalum 
pentoxide powder is mixed with a manganese dioxide electrolyte and formed into a "pellet" forming both the 
dielectric and the positive electrode plate. Graphite or silver plating forms the negative plate. This "pellet’ 
forms a very large effective plate area, and thus very high capacitances to very small packages. Both wet 
and dry electrolytes are used, and called wet or dry tantalums. There are few QRP applications where 
tantalum’s would be must, but if you have them -- use them! The chief  disadvantages are higher cost due to 
the complicated manufacturing process, and ensuring you never reverse the polarity. A small positive 
voltage on the negative terminal can fuse the "pellet"  

 
Principle Package Styles 
 
In addition to the capacitor types, (ceramic, metalized films etc.), the packaging VW\OH is also important and  often 
required when ordering. The major capacitor packaging styles are show n below, which can also be used as an aid in 
identifying unknown capacitors 
 
Capacitors With Radial leads 

 
 
Conformal Coating is stated on  modern data  sheets,  rather than specifying the actual encapsulation material. This 
means an  epoxy or resin agent  is used suitable for  automatic insertion,  wave  soldering and industrial cleaners.  
Conformal coatings are more durable than coatings used on older type capacitors. 



 
Capacitors With Axial Leads 
 

 
Ordering/Specifying Capacitors 
 
When ordering capacitors, obviously the first concern is the capacitance, voltage rating and capacitor type needed. 
However, the temperate coefficient (TC) should be considered in frequency sensitive circuits 
(oscillators, VFO’s, etc.) and the dissipation factor (DF) or Q when efficient energy transfer is needed (interstage 
coupling, active filters etc) or high peak to peak voltages (transmitter output filter caps). 
 
Temperature Coefficient 
The temperature coefficient (TC) is the change in capacitance vs. a change in temperature. The ideal capacitor should 
have very little capacitor change with temperature, but as the charts show below, some capacitor types are far from 
ideal! 
 
The most common ceramic/monolithic ceramics are ; X7R, Z5U and Y5B. The Z5U and Y5V have a large temperature 
coefficient (and large dissipation factor -- see below) and should not be used in frequency critical circuits or for coupling 
between stages. They are suitable for other general purpose applications and for DC and bypassing caps. 
X7R’s are the next best with moderate capacitance change vs. temperature and suitable as a general purpose capacitor 
and can be used in oscillator circuits where moderate drift is acceptable. 
NP0 or (COG) are those ceramics made with a temperature stable dielectric which exhibits very little capacitance 
change with temperature. NP0’s (N-P-zero) are recommended for oscillators and frequency sensitive  circuits. 
FILM CAPACITORS, such as the polyester and polypropylene, have much better capacitance stability VS. temperature 
than the general purpose ceramics, as also shown in the charts. Polyester caps are quite stable until about 120F. 
 
DISSAPATION FACTOR (CF) 
The Dissipation Factor (DF) is the ratio of the energy dissipated (lost) to the energy stored in the capacitor. The DF is 
frequency sensitive and specified at a certain frequency, such as 1KHz (for ceramics). The Quality Factor(Q) is the ratio 

of the energy stored vs. the energy dissipated-or the opposite of the dissipation factor. Film capacitors are usually 

specified by their "Q" factor. 

 

Capacitors used for coupling small signals between stages, in active filters, the shunt caps on crystal filters, or in the 
transmitter output filter, should use low DF caps. Most all polyfilm, caps and some monolithic ceramics meet this 
requirement. Old ceramic caps in your transmitter output filter should be replaced with a low DF capacitor type, as a high 
DF cap here can absorb a surprising mount of your output power, and us QRPers need to get as much of that power to 
the antenna as we can. 

 

To be continued in the next issue of Hotline-Ed 



 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INFORMATION 
MEETINGS 
The Club holds its monthly meetings at the Pinetown Girl Guides Hall, Lytton Crescent-(off Bamboo Lane), on the 3rd 
Tuesday of the month, starting at 19h00 for 19h30. Refreshments are available at a nominal price, Swap Shop held 
quarterly on last Saturday of month Talk-in facilities on the Repeater frequency (145.625Mhz)-at different venues. 
 
The Committee holds its meetings on the third Tuesday of every month at the Girl Guides Hall in Pinetown starting at 
18h00. 
BULLETINS 
The Club’s weekly bulletin is broadcast every Sunday morning at 07h45 on the Highway repeater 145.625 Mhz . A  
recording of the bulletin is re-broadcast at 18h30 on a Sunday evening on the repeater frequencies. 
 
The S.A.R.L weekly bulletin (in English) is relayed onto the Durban repeater at 08h30 on a Sunday morning. 
 
The KZN Hamnet bulletin can be heard on the HARC repeater (145.625Mhz)  every Sunday morning at 07h00 .  
 
AMATEUR RADIO NETS.  
The Kwa-Zulu/Natal Net, of long-standing starts at 06h00 on a frequency of 7.055 MHz. in winter and 3.650Mhz. in 
summer and continues until 07h40. Colin ZS5CF hosts the net from 06h00 & Gary Potgieter (ZS5NK)-takes over later 
on. 
Interest Group nets are conducted on the 145.625Mhz in the evenings. They are:-  
 
Mondays 19.30 Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast by Brad ZS5Z 
Tuesdays 20.00 Ladies Net  with the ladies-Last Tuesday of Month 
Wednesdays 19.30 Hamnet Indaba (ZS5WFD)-Last Wednesday of Month –Weekly informal net 
Thursdays 19.30 Technical  net, presented by Alvin ZS5AES, hosted by Tubby ZS5TUB 
Fridays 19.30 Vacant  
Saturdays 19.30 Vacant 

Sundays 19.15 Vacant. 
 

The SARL Presidents Net  can be heard on the evening on Sundays on the 145.650Mhz repeater whenever the 
Intecnet is scheduled by Hans ZS6AKV. Licensed Amateur Radio Operators are invited to join in. 
 
HIGHWAY HOTLINE NEWSLETTER. 
This newsletter is published every month and  distributed by e.mail. Members without the facility will  have their copies 
posted to them.  It is also available on the H.A.R.C Website.  The editor is Tony Mayall (ZS5GR)  Telephone (031) 708-
3078,   Email address is hotline@harc.org.za, physical address is 71 Dilkoosh Road, Northdene, 4093. 
 
INTERNET WEB SITE ADDRESSES. 
SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO LEAGUE :  http://www.sarl.org.za 
HIGHWAY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB.  http://www.harc.org.za  The Webmaster is Brad Phillips (ZS5Z). 
HARC Fax Number: 0866 225 680 
 
E-MAIL  ADDRESS OF THE CLUB.  harc@harc.org.za 
 
SWOP SHOP. 
The last Saturday quarterly starting at 13h00 for 13h30  at different venues.   .-See calendar of events 
 
APRS 

Mobile AND base stations should use WIDE5-5 (or less) for their UNPROTO paths. Mobile beacon rates should be 
at about 1min intervals, while home stations should be set at 60min. "Voice Alert" ctcss tone should be set to 136.5Hz 
only on mobiles. 
 
PACKET RADIO-News from ZR5S 

For those wanting to work packet radio, a PBBS (small mailbox) is available on ZS0PMB-1 on the aprs freq of 
144.800Mhz. For those not able to access ZS0PMB direct, you can connect to it by typing C ZS0PMB-1 v ZS0DBN. 
APRS traffic is minimal at this stage so combining packet radio here should not cause interference. 
 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME TO ATTEND ALL OUR FUNCTIONS. 
 

 
 


